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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS 

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the 

application: 

Listing of Claims: 

1. (Currently Amended)      A cradle for a portable communication device^ comprising: 

a front cover onto which the portable oommunication device io placed; 

a rear cover provided at a rear surface of the front cover and adapted to support the front 

coven the rear surface opposite to a front surface of the front cover: 

a rear plate located at a rear side of the rear cover, the rear plate being folded toward or 

unfolded away from rotating with respect to the front cover about a hinge axis of a hinge assembly 

provided at an upper end of the front cover between an unfolded position having an inverse V shape 

and a folded position: and 

at least one link unit having at least a first link, a second link and a third link, each of the 

links having two ends, each of the ends coupled, and being solelvrotatablv, to one of the front cover, 

the rear plate and an end of one of the other links, a support provided at an upper portion of the first 

link, in the unfolded position the portable communication device being detachable from the cradle 

while being sustained bv the support and placed against the front surface, and in the folded position 

the portable communication device being detached from the cradle, provided between the front cover 

and the rear plate and adapted to allow the front cover and the rear plate to be foldod toward or 

unfolded away from each other, wherein the hinge assembly is configured to connect the front cover 

and the rear plate to each other and to enable the rear plate to rotate to or from the front oovor about 

the hinge axis; 

2. (Currently Amended)      The cradle as set forth in claim 1, wherein the front cover includes a 
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fitting slot for allowing [[a]]the support provided at tho at loaat ono linlc unit to be detachably fitted 

therein. 

3. (Original) The cradle as set forth in claim 1, wherein the rear cover includes an insertion opening 

centrally extending in a lengthwise direction of the rear cover for allowing the at least one link unit 

to be inserted therein when the rear plate is folded toward the front cover. 

4. (Original) The cradle as set forth in claim 1, wherein the rear plate includes a coupling opening 

centrally extending in a lengthwise direction of the rear plate for allowing the at least one link unit to 

be coupled therein when the rear plate is folded toward the front cover, 

(Currently Amended) The cradle as set forth in claim 1, wherein the rear plate is wholly 

formed at a surface facing the rear cover with a seating recess defined by an outer rim of the rear 

plate, thereby allowing the rear plate cover to be seated therein while being surrounded by the outer 

rim of the rear plate when the rear plate is folded to the front cover. 

6. (Cuirently Amended) The cradle as set forth in claim 1, wherein the at least one link unit 

inoludes: 

[[A]] the first link connected to the front cover by means of first hinge pieces, positioned at 

the front cover, and adapted to rotate about a first hinge axis of the first hinge pieces, wherein the 

first hinge axis extends parallel to the hinge axis of the hinge assembly; 

[[a]] the second link connected at one end thereof to the first Hnk by a second hinge piece, 

which is positioned at one end of the first link, the second link being connected at an opposite end, 

which is spaced firom the one end thereof, to the rear plate by a third hinge piece provided on the rear 

plate, the second link rotating about second and third hinge axes of the second and third hinge pieces, 
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respectively, which extend parallel to the first hinge axis; 

[[a]] tiie thinl hinge link having one end thereof rotatably connected to the one end of the 

second link by the third hinge piece, the third link having an end opposite to the one end and 

rotatably connected to the rear surface of the front cover by a fourth hinge piece defining a fourth 

hinge axis, the third link being provided with first and second sub-links, which have inner ends 

spaced fiom the one and opposite ends of the third link and pivotally coupled to one another by a 

fifth hinge piece with a fifth axis parallel to each of the fourth, third, second and first hinge axes, the 

inner ends of the sub-links vertically moving while rotating about the fifth hinge axis of fifth hinge 

pieces upon rotating the SconX cover and rear plate relative to one another. 

7. (Currently Amended) The cradle as set forth in claim 6, wherein the first link is provided at 

on upper portion thoroof with a support for booring tho portablo oommunioation dovioo, and 

connected at a lower portion to the second hinge piece of the second link so as to rotate about the 

second hinge axis of the second hinge piece. 

8. (Original) The cradle as set forth in claim 7, wherein the support is formed at a center portion 

thereof with a perforated opening for penetration of a connection jack, the connection jack serving to 

connect the portable communication device with an externa! device. 

9. (Original) The cradle as set forth in claim 6, wherein the first link rotates forward &om the fix)nt 

cover up to an angle of about 90**. 

10. (Original) The cradle as set forth in claim 6, wherein the third link rotates up to an angle of 

about 180° so as to support the firont cover and the rear plate when they are unfolded by a certain 

inclination angle. 
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